VueturaTrac™ VueLink Application Integration Tool
VueLink is an optional server that provides an economical,
efficient method to exchange information with external
data-bases, Material Management Systems, ERR, Employee
Location Information, EDI files and other data pertinent to
the VueturaTrac Receiving Management System.

Gain hundreds of hours of productivity each

standardization, operational and administrative

week, standardize order processing, eliminate

productivity and efficiencies, as well as standardized

customer service calls, create vendor performance

process flow automation.

metrics and much more savings are available with
VueturaTrac VueLink and PeopleSoft integration.

Additional benefits include the handling of

You get a simple user-interface tool that automati-

multi-package and/or multi-location delivery points,

cally pulls key information (PO#, Requisition#, Buyer,

easy to use user interface screens with the ability to

Vendor, routing information, etc.) from the current

create data validation and business rules in various

receipt completed in your MMIS to the VueturaTrac

fields throughout the screens (through our scripting

Client interface.

tools), and easy to design and use routing labels
(license plate).

Provides the ability to quickly capture key routing and purchase order receipt transaction data
with minimal effort, yielding a large return in data

Vuetura

Advanced tracking. Powerful results.

About Vuetura
Powerful results

We are tracking experts with an intelligent,

VueturaTrac gives you complete control and detailed
oversight of visitor and package tracking, process
automation, and supply chain management.

complete control and detailed oversight

What makes VueturaTrac so great?
Speed and Efficiency
With VueturaTrac manual processes become
automated, streamlined, accurate, faster and much,
much less costly.


100% Visibility
With just a few clicks, you can find any package and/or
person in your facility and access its complete history.


user-friendly framework built to give you
of all tangible items within your organization— receiving & delivery tracking, lobby
and visitor security, supply chain management and more.

Learn more about Vuetura at
vuetura.com

Rapid ROI
Customers report 400% or more three-year ROI, and
the system frequently pays for itself in under a year.



It seamlessly integrates with the big systems
VueturaTrac can integrate between one or more
external host database systems or data warehouses.
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